
Warm Sake … SM $   …LG $
This well-balanced traditional sake is full bodied 
with a light melon flavor. 
16% ABV | Junmai

Platinum | 300ml………….$
This refreshing Junmai Daiginjo marries 
expansive  floral aromas with a rich texture and 
clean finish. 
16% ABV | Junmai Daiginjo

Hana Awaka | 250ml….…$ 
This refreshing sake brings your taste buds alive 
with a cheerful balance of bright fruit flavors, 
bursting sweetness, and tangy bubbles. 
7% ABV | Sparkling 

Kikkoman Plum| glass….…$ 
This sweet and fruity wine is made with real 
plums.   Its ripe cherry aroma and crisp, smooth 
plum flavor make it excellent as an after dinner 
treat or on the rocks with a twist.  
11.5% ABV | Plum Wine 

Since 1711 Sake Basics
Sake is a brewed fermented beverage consisting of:  

Rice  |  Koji  |  Water  |  Yeast
Brown rice is polished to remove fats, proteins, minerals, 
and other compounds that would contribute off flavors to 
the final product. Higher quality sake is brewed from rice 
that is polished at least 30%. Many brewers remove up to 

50% or more.

Polished rice is then rinsed, soaked, steamed and cooled.

20% of the steamed rice is inoculated with a special mold. 
This rice is then called Koji-Rice.

Fermentation:  Rice, Koji-Rice, Yeast and Water are 
combined. The Koji-Rice gradually converts the rice 

starches in the whole batch into fermentable sugars which 
are converted to alcohol by the yeast. This natural process 

lasts 20 days until the mixture reaches 20% alcohol.

The fresh sake is then filtered, pasteurized and aged for 
six months to mature.

After aging, the sake is blended, filtered, diluted with 
water to about 15% alcohol, and bottled.
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